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Gaining Mission Clarity 

Part 1 - The Biography of a New Warrior 

Psychic Roots of the Inner Child 

1. A child is born.  

2. The child has needs.  
3. The child learns to get his needs met in ways that are appropriate to him as a child 

given the world that he must learn to survive and thrive in. 

4. These behaviors become unconscious and automatic. 

Psychic Maturation 

1. The child grows up to be a man.  

2. The child within the man still has needs.  
3. The man, not seeing himself as separate from the inner child, enters a trance state and 

allows the inner child to take over (drive the bus).   

4. The inner child, acting through the adult exterior, uses the same techniques he learned 

in childhood to get his needs met.  These techniques are very likely not appropriate 

adult behavior.  The man then finds himself out of integrity with those around him. 

Initiation 

1. The man becomes conscious of his inner child as a separate part of the psyche. 
I have a little boy.  I am not him.  (Differentiation) 

2. The inner child still has needs that will not be suppressed or denied. 
3. The man learns to recognize those needs and address them in ways that are 

appropriate as an adult. 

Mission 

1. The man finds his inner child’s deepest need (The Little Boy’s Deepest Need).  (Safety) 

2. The man finds a vision of the world where that need can be met.  (Hope) 

3. The man finds an action he can take as a man to create that world.  (Power) 

4. The man develops a mission based on that need, the vision, and the action 

Integration:  The man learns to live his mission 

1. Through the help of his community (I-Group, etc.), the man becomes conscious of how 
and when his inner child takes over and reacts to the adult world as if it were the 

child’s world and then uses the old, subconscious techniques to interact with that 

world.   

This is the place of regression: getting in touch with the things that happened in the 

past that govern/influence his behavior as an adult.  

2. The man learns to meet his inner child’s needs appropriately (Stretch) 
3. He begins to act consciously with integrity in adult ways. 

Beyond Mission and Integration 

1. The inner child’s needs, for the most part, are being met appropriately and the man is 

driving the bus. 

2. The Mission, connected with inner child’s deepest need, has served its purpose and it is 

no longer the driving force for personal growth. 
3. The man knows there is something still missing in his life 

4. If the man pays attention, he will discover his Calling. 

5. He may accept or reject the call. 
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Part 2 - Creating a Person Growth Mission 

The mission described below is designed to focus a man on his personal growth path.  
(This is NOT intended to be his life’s mission.  See Reclaiming the Sacred Masculine 
for further explanation).  A personal growth mission is based on 3 factors:  

 Inner Child's Deepest Need  (ICDN) 

 The first part of the work here is on safety.  My inner child must feel safe 
enough to tell me his deepest need.  How does he know when he is safe?  
The need to survive trumps the need for unconditional love.  When safety is 
at the core of a mission, look for significant trauma from childhood. 

 The second part of the work here is on unconditional love.  How will he 
know when he is being loved unconditionally?  What does unconditional love 
look like? 

 Vision of the World where his need is met.  

 The work here is on hope.  My inner child must feel that there is hope for 
this world to exist.  What keeps him from having that hope?  How can I help 
him feel that there is hope?  Where am I feeling like a victim and that there 
is no hope for that to change?  What is the payoff I get from staying in this 
victim place?  Hopelessness may also be connected with suicide ideation or 
attempts.  If this is the case, seek help from a mental health professional or 
someone with more experience. 

 Action in the World  

 The work here is on personal empowerment.  Am I strong enough to bring 
the vision into reality?  Where/to whom do I give my power?  Where can I 
tap into sources of strength in my community?  Action may also be blocked 
by a perfection drive.  If I cannot be perfect, I may not even try or may not be 
able to complete things.  Perfection may be a strategy to avoid shame.  Look 
for deep shame issues. 

Mission is a combination of vision and action. Example: 

ICDN: To feel appreciated (not shamed) 
Vision:  A world of love and harmony 
Action: Healing shame 
Mission:  My mission is to bring love and harmony into the world through healing 

shame 

Affirmation: As a man among men, I heal shame. 

This mission came to me quickly on my weekend, except for the Action part. My 
first action was to "eliminate shame". My work was in finding the power within 
myself that would look like "eliminating shame". It took a couple of years before I 
was able to access and claim the healer within me. I got there through my work 
around the lodge. Once I did, it was a short step to my current mission. 


